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Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a clinical syndrome discussed in Emotion and Autobiographical Memory
that I will use to show both progress and of areas in need of development. To have a diagnosis of PTSD, one must
have a trauma and an emotional reaction to that trauma that involved “intense fear, helplessness, or horror”, as well as
symptoms that last for at least a month [1, pp. 467–468]. Three issues follow from the quote.

Emotion and Autobiographical Memory clearly reviews the errors that can occur in retrospectively constructing
the emotions that were part of a memory. Because the diagnosis of PTSD must wait for a month after the event, and
because it depends on emotions at the time of the event, it is subject to such errors (see [4] for a review).

Emotion and Autobiographical Memory emphasizes two dimensions underlying emotional space: arousal and va-
lence, but the quote talks about intensity not arousal. One can feel intense helplessness without it being arousing.
Arousal is a physiological mechanism whereas intensity is the degree of subjective evaluation of feelings. Arousal,
even when measured as a self report of physiology, predicts some behaviors better than intensity [6], but intensity is
better in other situations (for reviews see [3]; Rubin and Talarico [5].

Emotion and Autobiographical Memory discusses dimensions, whereas the diagnosis requires specific emotions
(see [4] for a review). There is a serious problem with studying individual emotions; there is no standard universal or
culturally-bound division of emotional experience into categories. Even those who argue for basic emotions do not
agree on what they are. However, one could select two sets of autobiographical memories that have identical ratings
of intensity, arousal, and valence, one for anger and one for fear. Explanatory power would be lost by not keeping the
two sets separate. More work is needed on individual emotions [2].
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